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ABSTRACT With the ever-increasing popularity of sports and health ideas, people are paying more
attentions to gaining high-quality healthy life through various taking various sport items or exercises.
Through observing and analyzing the past sport exercise score records, we can cluster the players into
different categories, each of which share the same or similar sport preferences or performances. However,
the sport exercise score records are often massive and often stored in different cloud platforms, which raise
a big difficulty for time-efficient player clustering. Furthermore, the sport exercise score records are a kind
of privacy for most players; therefore, it is often not rational or legal to release these sensitive data to the
public for similar player clustering purpose. Considering the above two issues, we use SimHash, a kind
of privacy-aware approximate neighbor search technique, for similar player clustering by analyzing the
sport exercise score records distributed across different cloud platforms. Thus, we can realize privacy-aware
similar player clustering through SimHash. At last, we provide a set of experiments to validate the advantages
of our proposed privacy-aware similar player clustering algorithm. Reported experimental results show the
effectiveness of our proposal in remedying the big data volume and privacy concerns in player clustering
based on sport exercise score records.

INDEX TERMS Similar player clustering, sport exercise score records, SimHash, privacy, big data, cloud
platform.

I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the increasing development of society and
economy, people’s material living levels are continuously
improved in the last decades. Therefore, people can enjoy
more material conditions than ever before, typically in terms
of foods, clothes, travelling and living. As a result, people can
enjoy high-quality and comfortable living conditions, which
bring people more happiness and satisfactions. However,
on the other hand, people’s living conditions are also influ-
enced to some extent by some other factors as the improve-
ment of material conditions is also double-edged.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Qin Liu.

In concrete, the increasing improvements of material con-
ditions have begun to bring several side effects to people’s
living levels. For example, people tend to becomemuch fatter
than ever before because of the rich living conditions. Conse-
quently, obesity is becoming more and more popular and also
brings several obesity-aware disasters such as hypertension,
hyperlipemia and less exercises. In this situation, sports or
exercises have become more and more popular as they have
been proven an effective way to overcome the trouble brought
by obesity and other health-related disasters.

For better sports or exercises, it is becoming a neces-
sity to find out the users or players with same or similar
sport preferences or habits [1], i.e., similar player clustering.
However, similar player clustering is a non-trivial task due
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to the absence of player clustering decision-making data.
Fortunately, people’s activity behavior data, especially the
sport exercise score records from people (for example, stu-
dents’ taken sports and scores in universities), have offered
a promising way to measure and evaluate the sport prefer-
ences or habits of individuals effectively and objectively [2].
However, the sport exercise score records (typically stored
in different cloud platforms) are often massive, which raise
a big difficulty for time-efficient similar player clustering.
Furthermore, the sport exercise score records are a kind of
privacy for most players (for example, the students with
certain physical drawbacks); therefore, it is often not rational
or legal to release these sensitive data to the public for similar
player clustering purpose.

Considering the above two issues, we use SimHash, a kind
of privacy-aware approximate neighbor search technique,
to cluster the players with the same or similar sport prefer-
ences and habits by analyzing the sport exercise score records
distributed across different cloud platforms. Furthermore,
we put forward a SimHash-based similar player clustering
(i.e., similar individual finding) method with privacy preser-
vation, named SIFSimHash (Similar Individual Finding based
on SimHash).

In summary, the major contribution of this research work
is three-fold.

(1) We observe the big data volume and data sensitivity in
sport exercise score records-based similar player clustering
process.

(2) We introduce SimHash technique into sport exercise
score records-based similar player clustering process so as to
cope with the big data volume and data sensitivity simultane-
ously.

(3) We design a set of experiments to validate the advan-
tages of our proposed SIFSimHash algorithm. The experimen-
tal reports show the effectiveness of SIFSimHash.
The paper is organized as follows. Current research sta-

tus of the field is studied and summarized in Section 2.
In Section 3, privacy-aware player clustering problem is for-
malized and described intuitively. The suggested SIFSimHash
algorithm is clarified in detail in Section 4. A wide range of
experiments are shown in Section 5 to prove the feasibility of
SIFSimHash. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK
We summarize the state-of-the-art research work of the field
from the following two aspects.

A. MISSING DATA PREDICTION AND SIMILAR ITEM
CLUSTERING
The prediction of missing data has been a long-term research
topic in big data-driven business applications. A consider-
able number of researchers have devoted themselves to this
research topic and introduced various resolutions.

In work [3], a content-driven missing data prediction
method is suggested. Typically, such a kind of content-based
prediction is generally dependent on the contents that people

have browsed, read or rated in the past. For instance, if a
user rated a 5-start score towards movie ‘‘Titanic’’, then
the user will probably rate a 5-start score towards movie
‘‘Avatar’’ if his rating score towards ‘‘Avatar’’ is absent,
as these two movies have been both conducted by direc-
tor James Cameron. In literature [4], demography profile is
employed for better prediction of missing data. Concretely,
the demography information of a user is recruited to infer
his possible preferences, e.g., user age, male/female, user
income, affiliation and position, education background, and
so on. In literature [5], knowledge-driven absent data predic-
tion is developed, in which the prediction is mainly based on
the knowledge associated with involved things. For instance,
if today is rainy, a user would like to take an umbrella as
there exists inherent knowledge that a person needs to play
an umbrella in rainy days. Similar work is done in [6] where
association rules are utilized to describe and quantify the
correlations among different involved items or things. For
instance, the beef price can be predicted by mining the Inter-
net content such as historical user ratings, user feedback, user
reviews, and so on, as there are hidden correlations between
pork price and other information on the web.

Another category of traditional absent data prediction
method is collaborative filtering. The general rationale of
collaborative filtering is: if two users A and B share the same
or similar preferences, then user A’s rating on an item would
be the same as user B’s rating on the item. With the above
analyses, missing data can be predicted accordingly. Con-
crete variants include user-based collaborative filtering [7],
item-based collaborative filtering [8] and hybrid collaborative
filtering [9].

B. PRIVACY-PRESERVATION
Privacy-preservation is a common concern in most big data-
driven business application domains and has attracted con-
siderable attentions and interests from both academy and
industry.

If a user has multiple pieces of sensitive data, he/she can
secure most of his/her privacy data by releasing only one
piece of representative data stored in cloud to other people,
without releasing all the pieces of data. This is the basic
idea of literature [10] where only partial privacy informa-
tion is disclosed while most privacy information is secured.
Converting a piece of sensitive data into an encrypted text
through a kind of encryption strategy is the major idea
of encryption-based privacy-preservation in cloud environ-
ment [11]. For example, a symmetric public key encryp-
tion strategy is brought forth in [12] to achieve multiple
keywords-driven and privacy-preserving information search.

Differential computing is a recently developed tech-
nique that guarantees user privacy during the execution of
data-driven cloud business systems. The authors in [13]
combine collaborative filtering with differentially privacy
for high quality absent data prediction while maintaining
a good privacy protection quality. However, both collabo-
rative filtering and differentially privacy call for a heavy
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FIGURE 1. Player-sport selection matrix.

computational cost as frequent calculation and model updates
are necessary. In literature [14], differentially privacy and
matrix factorization techniques are integrated tomake full use
of the advantages of these two techniques. Concretely, dif-
ferentially privacy is responsible for protecting the sensitive
user information, while matrix factorization makes accurate
prediction of absent data. However, similar to literature [13],
the computational time of [14] is often large. Literature [15]
integrates Differentially Privacy and Huffman Coding for
securing user location privacy. Similarly, Differentially Pri-
vacy is integrated with Bayes network in [16] for better
prediction of absent high-dimensional data.

Hash is another category of effective resolutions when
securing sensitive user data. The authors in [17] use
Locality-Sensitive Hashing for privacy protection goal. Sim-
ilar research is conducted in [18] where multiple pieces of
quality data are secured, in [8] in which spatial-temporal
context factors are employed and protected, in [7] where
high prediction accuracy is achieved while protecting user
privacy, and in [19] where privacy and diversity are con-
sidered simultaneously. Another hash variant for addressing
privacy issues is Minhash. For example, the authors in [20]
use Minhash to secure the private information hidden in the
service intersection co-invoked by different users.

However, the abovementioned hash variants cannot protect
the sensitive sport physique monitoring data that we focus
in this paper very well. Motivating by this fact, we take
advantage of the well-known SimHash technique to secure
the sport exercise score data and meanwhile tackle the big
data volume issues. The concrete details of the suggested
SIFSimHash method will be described step by step in Section 4.

III. MOTIVATION
Next, we introduce the example in Figure 1 to describe the
research focus and motivation of our work in this paper.
In Fig.1, there are four players: Jack, Alice, Tom and Judy.
Each player can select to take six sport items: football, vol-
leyball, weight lifting, fencing, field hockey and boating.
If a player chooses a sport item for sport exercise, then the
corresponding entry is marked ‘‘1’’; otherwise, if a player
does not choose a sport item, then the corresponding entry
is marked ‘‘0’’.

To cluster the six players, it is necessary to ana-
lyze the player-sport selection matrix (typically stored in
cloud platforms) shown in Fig.1. However, there are many
sport exercise score records in the matrix, which make

FIGURE 2. Concrete steps of SIFSimHash.

it time-consuming to cluster the six players. Moreover,
the player-sport selection data in the matrix are often sen-
sitive, as players are reluctant to reveal these records to the
public. Thus, securing the player-sport selection records is
a significant research topic when analyzing the player-sport
selection records.

Thus, a challenge is raised when clustering the similar
players according to the known player-sport selection records
distributed across different cloud platforms while protecting
the privacy of the involved players. Inspired by this chal-
lenge, we introduce a privacy-aware similar player clustering
method, i.e., SIFSimHash based on SimHash. The concrete
algorithm is specified in Section 4.

IV. APPROACH: SIFSimHash
In summary, our suggested SIFSimHash method mainly
includes the following three steps: (1) Sport item coding:
each sport item is denoted by a 0-1 string; (2) Individual
index creation: according to the sport item codes and the
people-sport selection matrix, create an index for each indi-
vidual; (3) Similar individual finding: according to individual
indices, search for the similar individuals who take similar
sport items.

A. STEP-1: SPORT ITEM CODING
The basic idea of SimHash [21] in securing user privacy
information is that SimHash can convert a piece of sensitive
user information into a privacy-free vector constituted by
a Boolean string, e.g., 01100. To achieve this goal, it is
necessary to assign an unique code to each sport item in the
sport item list (see Fig.1). This procedure is named ‘‘sport
item coding’’.

For example, each sport item is assigned a Boolean string
such as: football (100110), basketball (011010), weight lift-
ing (101101), fencing (010011), field hockey (111101) and
boating (110110). The coding strategy here is not fixed but
varied. Generally, we can assign a distinct Boolean string for
each sport item, as long as we can ensure that each sport item
is assigned a concrete but distinctive Boolean string.

B. STEP-2: PLAYER INDEX CREATION
According to the pre-defined sport item codes (produced
in Step-1) and the player-sport selection matrix (see Fig.1),
we can generate an index for each player. The concrete pro-
cedure is described as follows.
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For each player in the player-sport selection matrix,
we only need to focus on his/her selected sport items, i.e., the
sport items marked ‘‘1’’ (the sport items marked ‘‘0’’ mean
that an item is not chosen by the player. Thus, they do not
influence the final results of similar player clustering with
high probably.

Considering the scenario in Fig.1, Jack selects four sport
items: football, fencing, field hockey and boating. There-
fore, we only need to consider the codes (generated in Step
1) corresponding to the four selected sport items. In concrete,
the sport item selection vector presented in (1) is finally
converted into a corresponding matrix, as presented in (2).

Jack (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) (1)

Jack


1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0

 (2)

Next, we project each entry in the matrix in (2). For exam-
ple, each entry of ‘‘1’’ stays unchanged but each entry of ‘‘0’’
is changed to ‘‘-1’’. Thus, we get a new matrix as shown
in (3). To achieve personalized discrimination, we assign
a concrete weight value to each sport item so as to quan-
tify its significance in evaluating and clustering the player
performances and preferences. Let’s consider the scenario
in Fig.1, we assume the weights for the six sport items arew1,
w2, . . . ,w6, respectively. Then we multiply the weights with
the matrix in (3). Thus, we derive a weighted matrix in (4).

Jack


1 −1 −1 1 1 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 1 1
1 1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 −1 1 1 −1

 (3)

Jack


w1 −w1 −w1 w1 w1 −w1
−w4 w4 −w4 −w4 w4 w4
w5 w5 w5 w5 −w5 w5
w6 w6 −w6 w6 w6 −w6

 (4)

Next, for each column of matrix in (4), we compute the
sum of all the element values in the identical column. In other
words, a plus operation is imposed on each column. After-
wards, the matrix in (4) is converted into the vector in (5).
Next, we project each entry in the vector in (5). In concrete,
if the entry value is larger than 0, then we use ‘‘1’’ for replace-
ment; otherwise, we use ‘‘0’’ for replacement. Afterwards,
we get a vector formed by a Boolean string, e.g., we get a
vector for Jack, i.e., (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0). Thus, the vector (1, 1, 0,
1, 1, 0) is taken as the index for Jack, denoted by IndexJack.
As (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) does not contain much privacy of Jack,
we can protect the privacy of Jack if we use index (1, 1, 0, 1,
1, 0) for the following similar player clustering. This is also
the reason why we argue that our suggested SimHash-based
similar player clustering solution, i.e., SIFSimHash is effective
and efficient in securing the sensitive information of players.

Jack (w1 − w4 + w5 + w5,−w1 + w4 + w5 + w6,

− w1 −−w4 + w5 − w6,w1 − w4 + w5 + w6,

w1 + w4 − w5 + w6,−w1 + w4 + w5 − w6) (5)

FIGURE 3. Running time of three solutions.

C. STEP-3: PRIVACY-AWARE SIMILAR PLAYER
CLUSTERING
In Step-2, we have derived the index values of each player,
i.e., IndexJack, IndexAlice, IndexTom and IndexJudy. Next,
we use the privacy-free index values to cluster the similar
players among all the four players: Jack, Alice, Tom and
Judy. The player clustering is based on a theoretical finding in
SimHash. In concrete, if the Hamming Distance [22] between
two vectors is not larger than 3, then we can approximately
deem that these two vectors are close.

Let’s continue to consider the scenario in Fig.1, the index
values of the four players are assumed to be:

IndexJack = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)

IndexAlice = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1)

IndexTom = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1)

IndexJudy = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)

Next, we calculate the Hamming Distance (denoted by
HD) of each player pair, whose results are:

HD(Jack, Alice) = 4

HD(Jack, Tom) = 1

HD(Jack, Judy) = 1

HD(Alice, Tom) = 3

HD(Alice, Judy) = 5

HD(Tom, Judy) = 2

According to Hamming Distances, we can cluster similar
players into four pairs, i.e., pair (Jack, Tom), pair (Jack, Judy),
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FIGURE 4. Prediction accuracy of three solutions.

pair (Alice, Tom), pair (Tom, Judy). As the clustering process
is only based on privacy-free index values of the four players,
we argue that the proposed SIFSimHash solution is privacy-
free. Next, we will test the effectiveness and efficiency of
SIFSimHash in performing similar player clustering in cloud
environment in the next section.

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. CONFIGURATION
We use the WS-DREAM dataset for experiment evaluation
in this section. WS-DREAM includes the historical service
(totally 5825) invocation records by 339 users. Partial records
are randomly removed for simulation purpose.

Our proposed SIFSimHash solution is compared with two
related methods, i.e., P-UIPCC [23] and PPICF [24]. Experi-
mental configurations include 2.40 GHz CPU, 4.0 GB RAM,
Windows 10 and JAVA 8. Each test is repeated 50 times and
their average values are recorded.

B. RESULTS
The 5825 items in WS-DREAM is taken to simulate the
candidate sport items and the 339 users are taken to represent
the players who select the sport items.

1) RUNNING TIME
We test the running time of three solutions and the concrete
experimental results are shown in Fig.3. As Fig.3 shows, for
P-UIPCC and PPICF, the running time both increases with the

FIGURE 5. Fail rate of SIFSimHash.

growth of the player volume and the sport item volume. This
is because the similarity calculation operation in these two
solutions involve all the player-sport item pairs. As a compar-
ison, our SIFSimHash solution performs the best; concretely,
the running time of SIFSimHash approximately approaches
0 as the player indices in Step-2 are generated in an offline
manner. The low running time of SIFSimHash also proves that
SIFSimHash can accommodate the big size of player-sport item
selection matrix.

2) CLUSTERING ACCURACY
The final goal of three solutions (i.e., SIFSimHash, P-UIPCC,
PPICF) is the same, i.e., clustering the similar players. There-
fore, the accuracy of the outputted similar player clusters by
three solutions is also a critical metric to test the clustering
performances. Motivated by this fact, we conduct a series of
experiments to test the clustering accuracy of three solutions,
whose test results are presented in Fig.4.

Fig.4 reports that the MAE performance of SIFSimHash
solution is smaller than P-UIPCC and PPICF, which shows
a high prediction performance of SIFSimHash solution. The
reason is: SimHash technique used in SIFSimHash solution
is proved to be an effective clustering technique. Namely,
SIFSimHash solution can ensure to output only those ‘‘most
similar’’ players among all ones. This is also the reason we
choose SimHash for privacy-free similar player clustering.

3) FAIL RATE OF SIFSimHash
SimHash has already been proven an effective neighbor
search technique. Therefore, it is difficulty to ensure 100%
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success when clustering similar players. Namely, SIFSimHash
solution failed to produce similar player clusters in some
cases. Considering this shortcoming, we test the fail rate of
SIFSimHash solution and analyze its variation tendency, whose
reports are presented in Fig.5.

As can be seen from Fig.5, the fail rate of SIFSimHash gen-
erally drops with the growth of player volume and sport item
volume. This can be explained as below: when player volume
and sport item volume increase, more valuable information
can be engaged in the similar player clustering process and
therefore, fail rate of clustering is dropped accordingly.

VI. CONCLUSION
People are paying more attentions to gaining high-quality
healthy life through various taking various sport items or
exercises. Through observing and analyzing the past sport
exercise score records, we can cluster the players into differ-
ent categories, each of which share the same or similar sport
preferences or performances. However, the sport exercise
score records are often massive and often stored in differ-
ent cloud platforms, which raise a big difficulty for time-
efficient player clustering. Furthermore, the sport exercise
score records are a kind of privacy for most players; there-
fore, it is often not rational or legal to release these sensi-
tive data to the public for similar player clustering purpose.
Considering the above two issues, we use SimHash, a kind
of privacy-aware approximate neighbor search technique,
for similar player clustering by analyzing the sport exercise
score records distributed across different cloud platforms.
Thus, we can realize privacy-aware similar player clustering
through SimHash. At last, we provide a set of experiments to
validate the advantages of our proposed privacy-aware similar
player clustering algorithm. Reported experimental results
show the effectiveness of our proposal in remedying the big
data volume and privacy concerns in player clustering based
on sport exercise score records.

In future study, we will continuously refine SIFSimHash by
considering more data types [25]–[29] and more optimization
metrics [30]–[35]. Besides, how to integrate SIFSimHash with
other privacy protection techniques (e.g., in [36]–[45]) is
another research focus.
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